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A File by Any Other Name
Dataset and Catalog Aliases

T he most obvious characteristic of
OS/390 and z/OS installations is their

size. With disk storage resources measured
in terabytes, even medium-sized data centers
host hundreds of applications, using literally
millions of datasets. Administrators of
competing operating systems are beginning
to discover that managing such a large
numbers of files can be a daunting task.

In IBM mainframe systems, the important
components for accomplishing this task are
the system catalogs. In order for the system
to do any useful work, it must be able to
quickly find datasets when they are needed.
The system catalogs, which (among other
things) relate dataset names to volume serial
numbers, are used to obtain this informa-
tion. When the system must locate a dataset
it follows a standard order-of-search to find
the volume for a given dataset name.
Although this order can be modified by the
presence of JOBCAT or STEPCAT DD
statements for non-SMS managed datasets,
the search typically begins with the master
catalog. If, as is usual, the desired entry is
not found in the master catalog, the proper
user catalog must be searched. Each user
catalog is associated with one or more
aliases that correspond to the first qualifier
of dataset names. (A user catalog with a
single-level name acts as if it had an alias in
the master catalog.)

Catalog aliases are established via the
DEFINE ALIAS statement of IDCAMS.
This statement creates an alias record (a
type ‘X’ record) in the master catalog.
Multiple aliases can, of course, be defined
to point to the same user catalog so that
datasets having different high-level quali-
fiers can be catalogued in the same place.
However, each alias created must also be
added to the user catalog’s connector record
(the type ‘U’ record) in the master catalog.

Since the maximum length of a catalog
record is limited to 32KB, each user catalog
can have only about 3,000 to 4,000 aliases
associated with it, the actual limit varying
depending upon the length of the alias
names. Once this limit is exceeded, any
attempt to add a new alias will result in
message IDC3009I with return code 140
and reason code 60 — insufficient room in
the catalog record.

In large installations, the total number of
entries in a single catalog may become
excessive. First, this is undesirable because
performance may suffer as the same catalog
is accessed repeatedly, and secondly
because of the wider impact on applications
if a large catalog is logically or physically
damaged. One way of preventing this prob-
lem is to move entries for some of the
datasets and their associated aliases to
another catalog. If many datasets share the
same high-level qualifier, however, splitting
the catalog this way may not be practical.
Instead, the Multi-Level Alias (MLA) facility
can be used.

THE MULTI-LEVEL ALIAS
FACILITY

MLA allows more than one qualifier to be
used when the system must locate a dataset
name in a user catalog. The number of levels,
up to four deep, is set via the LOADxx
member of SYS1.PARMLIB and can be
displayed with the F CATALOG,REPORT
command. The number of qualifiers used
when searching for an entry can also be
changed via the F CATALOG,ALIASLEVEL
command. Thus, if the MLA level is set
to 2, datasets PROD.EAST.APPL and
PROD.WEST.APPL can be catalogued in
two different catalogs, which have aliases of
PROD.EAST and PROD.WEST, rather than

being catalogued in a single catalog with an
alias of PROD. This helps to spread the
processing load and reduce the impact of a
catalog failure.

In addition to catalogs, individual datasets
can be assigned aliases via IDCAMS
DEFINE ALIAS. In this case, the alias
name, which must be unique within the cat-
alog, must reside in the same catalog as the
real dataset name. Any reference to the alias
name, either in JCL, ISPF or elsewhere,
results in the system looking up and using
the real dataset name. Why use an alias for a
dataset name when the real name is easily
available? One reason is that individual
dataset aliases (which apply only to non-
VSAM and non-GDG datasets) are useful in
eliminating the need for users to change JCL
when migrating to a new version of software.
For example, if the current version of a
product, OEM.V2R1.PRODUCT has an
alias name of OEM.PRODUCT, then when
the next release, OEM.V2R2.PRODUCT, is
installed, the alias merely needs to be deleted
and redefined to point to the new version. User
JCL, which references OEM.PRODUCT, can
remain undisturbed.

Occasionally, the use of individual
dataset aliases can cause some confusion,
since the user will see the real dataset name,
not the alias name he or she entered when
using ISPF to manipulate the dataset.
Additionally, system security rules must be
written to refer to the real name, not the
alias name. Also, since SMF records for
OPEN, CLOSE, etc., are written only after
the catalog lookup has already occurred,
there is no way to determine which users
and applications are depending upon the
alias names, making it difficult to remove
them once they are in use.

DFSMS Version 1.5 introduced an
improvement into alias processing in the
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form of extended, or symbolic aliases, which
can be defined through the use of the SYM-
BOLICRELATE parameter on the IDCAMS
DEFINE ALIAS statement. SYMBOLICRE-
LATE allows the use of system symbols, such
as &SYSCLONE or &UNIXVER, when
defining an alias. Since the real name of the
entry is not resolved until it is needed, this
allows a catalog alias such as PRODCAT to
refer to a catalog named DB2.PRODCAT on
one system, but DB2.TESTCAT on another
system. Like ordinary aliases, symbolic
aliases can refer to individual datasets as well
as catalogs and can be used with dynamic
system symbols, as shown in Figure 1.

Considerations for the use of symbolic
aliases include the fact that they are not
copied by REPRO MERGECAT, (as they are
not resolved unless referenced) and that
LISTCAT of an entry with a symbolic alias
shows the referenced user catalog in the
ASSOCIATIONS section rather than the
UCAT section. Also, only the resolved value,
not the symbolic value, is shown by LIST-
CAT, so it is not possible to easily determine
which aliases depend upon system symbols.

Alias names, including symbolic aliases,
cannot be used in dynamic linklist sets prior

to OS/390 version 2.10. Beginning with this
version, it is possible to use aliases in the
linklist, but only when a dynamic linklist set
is activated after IPL, since the catalog
address space is not fully initialized at the
time the linklist is built during IPL, and thus
is unable to resolve alias names. Once the
IPL has completed, however, the SETPROG
LNKLST,ACTIVATE command can be
used to activate a linklist set containing alias
names. The SYMUPDTE program, which
allows the value of system symbols to be
changed without an IPL, can be useful when
it is necessary to swap back and forth
between different libraries during system
installation and testing. This program,
which comes with a number of cautions
about using it only to change the value of
system symbols that are used as aliases and
not other symbols, is documented in the
Redbook Parallel Sysplex - Software
Management for Availability (SG24-5451).

SUMMARY

The storage administration function in large
enterprises often includes more than simply
moving large chunks of anonymous data
around. In OS/390 and z/OS systems, catalogs
and aliases provide the logical structure that
allows fast, reliable access to the massive vol-
umes of data on which users and customers
rely, and an understanding of their use is
important for the storage administrator.  
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DEFINE ALIAS(NAME(SYS2.PRODUCT.LOAD) SYMBOLICRELATE(SYS2.&PRODVR..LOAD)

On System A:  SYS2.PRODUCT.LOAD refers to SYS2.V2R4M1.LOAD
On System B:  SYS2.PRODUCT.LOAD refers to SYS2.V3R1M0.LOAD

FIGURE 1: USING A SYMBOLIC ALIAS 


